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1. A process that takes several object files and libraries as input and produces one 
executable object file is called____

Select one:

linking (ANS)

servicing

loading

connecting

2. The study of interpretations of formal language is called_____

Select one:

semantics (ANS)

algorithm

phonetics

syntax

3. Checking the consistency of variables and functions can be achieved through____.

Select one:

scanning

linking

semantic analysis

syntactic analysis (ans)
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4. Type-2 grammars are usually recognized by___

Select one:

unrestricted grammar

topdown automata

pushup automata

pushdown automata (ans)

5. ____ recognizes sequence of tokens according to some grammar and generates 
Abstract Syntax Trees

Select one:

Optimizer

Parser (ans)

Analyser

Scanner

6. The term used for translators to take programs from one high level language into 
equivalent programs in another high level language is called ____

Select one:

FORTRAN

object

Preprocessor (ans)

COBOL
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7. Analysis of the structure and meaning of the source text is the responsibility of____.

Select one:

back-end

table of information

front-end (ans)

runtime library

8. A program that takes program written in another language as it input and produces 
the output of the program in another language is called____

Select one:

converter

translator

compiler (ans)

interpreter

9. ____ is a finite sequence of well formed formulas

Select one:

arrow proof

proof reading

sequence

formal proof (ans)
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10. A program that translate a source program written in high level programming 
language into machine code is called_______

Select one:

interpreter

compiler (ans)

all of the options

translator
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